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Short Description  

 

rundumkultur promotes awareness and change of one's own intention in creation, cooperation 

and community formation, the development and financing of initiatives. rundumkultur works 

with people, companies, networks and organizations that really want to work in a truly 

sustainable way and to be effective: the inner place from which we are changing - breaking 

patterns from the past - anticipating the future - connecting with people – problem and learning 

– creating new things:  

 

We regularly conduct forums on various topics and questions 

We initiate roundtables in organizations, networks and associations 

We manage funds with the vision of “Dialogic money” following the intention to support that 

work on a dialogical culture, a holistic sustainable culture. 

 

rundumkultur enables ‘dialogical culture’ to: 

Connect 

rundumkultur brings people, as well as life, work and research fields in collaboration with each 

other, so that they can find a common movement and achieve a lasting effect. 

Lead 

This needs people who are engaged in dialogical leadership and act from their source, their real 

intention, and their relationship to people and their environments. 

Cause 

A dialogical culture presupposes individual conscious action as well as transdisciplinary 

cooperation: 

Encounters filled with interest to the others, the other and the foreign 

Spaces for common thinking, exploring, feeling and knowing 

Processes in such a way that unforeseen events can occur 

From presence, attention to the intention, to the becoming 

Take impulses carefully, compaction and test (with others) 

 

  



 

Projects 

rundumkultur facilitates the worldwide development of a futures food system called the 

sustainable regional foodnetwork. The association organizes round table talks with the 

stakeholders of a foodnetwork, does startup financing for initiatives in sustainable regional 

foodnetworks, develops education concepts for the networks (VET Vocational training and 

education Nepal).  

 

Our Team 

Patrick Honauer - Social entrepreneur, project manager-rundumkultur 

Nathalie Gemperle Honauer - Businesswoman, Agogin 

Arlette Froidevaux - Initiator of Dialogic Money 

Thomas Mathis - Managing Director BachserMärt, Agoge, Research 

 

Fund purpose 

The Money from the fund rundumkultur will be used for: 

- Development and Startup of sustainable regional foodnetworks in Switzerland and 

worldwide 

- Consulting, facilitating and education in projects concerning sustainable regional 

foodnetworks in Switzerland and worldwide 

 

 

Complete Banking Information Nepal VET Fund of rundumkultur Association 

 

Projektfonds rundumkultur 

Stiftung Freie Gemeinschaftsbank Basel 

IBAN CH26 0839 2000 0282 2031 5 

 


